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1 Vocabulary Brainstorming: hotels and holidays
In Unit 7 you listened to different travellers’ experiences in 
hotels. List as many different adjectives to describe hotels 
or staying in them as you can. Here are two to get you started.

The best, cheap, ____________ , ___________, ____________ , 
___________, ____________ , ___________, ____________ , 
___________, ____________ , ____________

2 Staying in a hotel
Here is a shortened version of one of the travellers’ tales you listened to in Unit 7. Listen to it again on the CD at
the back of your Student’s Book. Then fill in the gaps to complete the story and describe the hotel.

The best hotel I ever s_____ i__? I can tell you about the most expensive hotel I ever s_____  i__. That was in

Singapore when I was f______ to New Zealand and our flight was d________, so the airline p___ us in a

hotel. I think it was called  the Ocean Pacific Hotel. It was in the centre of Singapore and it has four or five

s________ . There was a red carpet and there were p_______ and pageboys and they all had wonderful red

u________ . The hotel has about 20 f________ , I think, with four lifts. There is an open space in the middle

where p_____ trees grow and you can find a fountain and a grand p______ there. And in the rooms them-

selves, which were very s_________ , you had fresh fruit. In the bathroom there was both a s_______  and a

b________ with wonderful big white t________. From the rooms you had lovely v______ of Singapore in the

sunlight. You could even go swimming in your own out d______ swimming pool or you could go to the gym and

do something to k______ fit. In the two or three restaurants they offered f______ fish and different dishes of

the region. And the best thing about the hotel was that I didn’t even have to p___ .

3 Holidays: making plans
You are making plans for your holiday with your friends. Complete the
sentences and situations below using “if” (see Unit 7 on page 60 in the
Student’s Book). Write your answers on a separate piece of paper.

1.  Hotel /stay in / comfortable / very expensive
2.  Camping / will be fun / not enjoyable / rain
3.  Jane comes / fun / I don’t like / boyfriend / come too

4 Holidays: complaints
Below are three situations which could happen to you in a hotel or on holiday.
Make your complaints to the person in charge, the porter or the manager  on a
separate piece of paper (see Unit 7 on page 60 in the Student’s Book).

1. Your room is small and dark without a view. You wanted a bright room 
with a view.

2. The light in your room doesn’t work.
3. There is no hot water in the shower.


